


FOLK MUSIC OF CHINA, VOL. 10: 
FOLK SONGS OF THE PUMI, LISU AND NAKHI PEOPLES

TOTAL PLAYING TIME: 71:05 min.

PUMI
1  Song of Mountain Deities 本主山神调 - 2:31
2  Song of Pearls 珍珠调 - 3:19 
3  Song of Dragon Worship 祭龙调 - 3:14
4  Song of Wedding Escorting 迎亲调 - 3:56
5  Song of Sanjiao Worship 祭三脚调 - 2:13
6  Song of Happy Gathering 欢聚调 - 2:16
7  Pray for Gods’ Blessings 求神保佑 - 2:57
8  Song of Reunion 团聚调 - 2:26

LISU
9  Song of Shepherding 牧羊调 - 1:29
10  Song of Hunting 打猎调 - 1:53
11  Youye is the Most Beautiful Sound 
 优叶的声音最动听 - 2:26
12  A Yi Gan Deng Ba 阿益干登扒 - 2:20
13  Bloom of Kapok Flowers 木棉花开 - 2:02
14  Genesis - The Beginning 创世纪 开头篇 - 2:41

15  Song of Gathering 1 相约调 (一) - 2:07

16  Song of Gathering 2 相约调 (二) - 1:32
17  Luo Deng (song of Vegetable Searching)
 洛登 (找菜歌) - 2:05
18  Wedding Song 结婚调 - 1:34
19  Working Song 生产调 - 1:59

NAKHI
20  Song for Bride-to-be Daughters 嫁女调 - 4:12
21  Song of Transplanting Seedlings 1 栽秧调 (一) - 2:22
22  Song of Transplanting Seedlings 2 栽秧调 (二) - 2:04
23  A Li Li 啊哩哩 - 2:00
24  O Mu Da 哦姆达 - 2:53
25  Gu Qi 谷气 - 2:21
26  Song of Plucking Seedlings 薅央调 - 4:47
27  Toast Song 酒歌 - 2:31
28  Song of Husking Rice 舂米歌 - 1:25



MUSIC FROM THE PUMI, LISU AND NAKHI PEOPLES
The three minorities in this album all live in southwestern China, primarily in Yunnan  province. The Pumi and Nakhi peoples both live in the 
mountainous area, and the Lisu people typically live in deep-cutting gorges. 

The Pumi and Nakhi peoples are different branches of ancient Qiang descent, and the Lisu people originate from Di and Qiang peoples. The Qiang 
people first appeared in the book Classic of Poetry, which was compiled during the 11th – 6th centuries BC. The word Lisu first appeared in The Book 
on the Southern Tribes, written in the 9th century. 

The languages of the three minorities all belong to the Tibeto-Burman language family. However, the Pumi and Nakhi peoples have their own 
hieroglyphic written languages, and the Lisu people use the Latin alphabet.

PUMI
“Pinmi”, as the self-designation of Pumi people, means ‘pure and kind’. They divide their music into lili and gehei. Lili, meaning ‘humming and singing 
softly’, and gehei meaning ‘singing loudly’. Track 2 (Song of Pearls), 4 (Song of Wedding Escorting) and 6 (Song of Happy Gathering) all fall into the 
category of lili. The Pumi people believe in polytheism, their priests, named shibi, host various rituals including the worship of ancestors, mountain 
deities, and dragon temples (as heard on tracks 5, 1 and 3 respectively).

Musical Features
Pumi folk songs use pentatonic scales and often incorporate long notes that follow a short rhythmic beginning. The listener can identify this 
rhythmic feature in the first four tracks, track 7 (Pray for Gods’ Blessings) and 8 (Song of Reunion). A Pumi tune sometimes repeats several phrases 
with minor variations and the same ending notes often reoccur. The Pumi people usually accompany dance with the use of flute, Jew’s harp and 
gourd mouth organ, but they seldom perform instrumental music alone.

LISU
Lisu people divide their folk tunes into four categories: Youye, Baishi bai, Mugua bu and Mugua shu. Youye tunes often adopt the form of a duet and 
usually express sad emotions with a slow tempo.

Baishi bai refers to types of lyrical tunes themed with love. The leading voice sings two to five lyrics, while the chorus only sings two. The listener 
can find this rule of Baishi bai in tracks 16 (Song of Gathering 2) and 18 (Wedding Song). 

Mugua bu tunes are often performed by the elderly in various celebrations. The lyrics depict their history and customs, for instance track 14 (Genesis 
- The Beginning), tells the legend of saving human beings from the floods. Mugua shu denotes cheerful and lively short tunes with improvised lyrics. 

Musical Features and Instruments
Lisu music uses pentatonic scales, and their folk songs mainly include monophonic and heterophonic tunes. In heterophonic tunes, different 
voices usually sing different variations of the same melody, however occasionally the same melody is sung. The Lisu people mainly use bamboo 
Jew’s harp, gourd mouth organ, different bamboo flutes and the qiben – a three-stringed plucked lute. Track 12 (A Yi Gan Deng Ba) and 17 (Luo 
Deng) both use qiben as an accompaniment. Qiben is plucked with a finger cot, made from a cow’s horn. The structure and tuning of qiben are the 
same as the small sanxian used by Han Chinese. The qiben is also known as Lisu sanxian, meaning the three-stringed instrument of Lisu.



NAKHI 
Here the audience may recognise several working songs by their titles; however, these songs are not necessarily sung while the Nakhi people are  
at work. Only the lyrics describe the working situation. The Nakhi people perform on the Jew’s harp (made of three pieces of bamboo),  
gourd mouth organ and bamboo flutes, amongst others. Their instrumental music includes various solo pieces and is part of an orchestral  
classical music suite known as Baisha xiyue. 

Gu Qi,  as the title of track 25, means ‘lyrical singing’ in the Nakhi language. The lyrics of  Gu Qi  are usually very long and tell complete 
stories, but short ones also appear.  Gu Qi from different areas feature distinct musical characteristics. Singing long notes with throat 
trill is a common character of  Gu Qi  singing. The Nakhi people call this throat trill  ruoluo,  meaning ‘rolling’. Stepping songs are another 
style, and are a kind of dancing form which maintain many ancient features. The music of stepping songs uses a relatively narrow 
vocal range and shows a rhythm suitable for collective dance. The dancers form a circle and perform simple steps or hand gestures.   
Track 23 (A Li Li) is one of the most popular stepping songs and was composed in the 1940s. 

Musical Features
The Nakhi songs also employ pentatonic scales. A tune usually comprises 
of only one or two musical phrases but with frequent melodic repetitions. 
Sometimes long calling notes act as an introduction. For example, we 
can hear this at the beginning of track 20 (Song for Bride-to-be Daughters)  
and track 21 (Song of Transplanting Seedlings 1). 

The characteristic throat trills on long notes can be heard on tracks 
20, 21, 24 and 25. It is said that this trill originates from imitating the 
sound of sheep.

Jasmine Zhou

YUNNAN



PUMI
Singers: Yang Guodong, He Guopeng, Yang Jiqun

1. Song of Mountain Deities (ritual song) 本主山神调
 We are sending our prayers to all the mountain deities. Please bless our village’s harvest and our people’s health.

2. Song of Pearls (Li Li, a folk tune) 珍珠调
 We grew up under a cuboid pillar embedded with pearls. People got married under it for the blessing of a safe and happy life.

3. Song of Dragon Worship (ritual song) 祭龙调
 Please, Dragon Temple, bless our harvest and happiness.

4. Song of Wedding Escorting (Li Li, a folk tune) 迎亲调
 Welcome to the wedding ceremony. You are my relatives. Please let us welcome you.

5. Song of Sanjiao Worship (ritual song) 祭三脚调
 We are here to worship our ancestors. Please grace us with prosperity, wealth and happiness of the family.

6. Song of Happy Gathering (Li Li, a folk tune) 欢聚调
 We all got together here today with joy. We are very happy.

7. Pray for Gods’ Blessings (ritual song) 求神保佑
 To all the gods, please bless our harvest and better our lives.

8. Song of Reunion 团聚调
 It is joyful for us to unite here today.

Recording date: January, 2012
Recording location: Yushichang Pumi Village, Lanping Bai and Pumi, Autonomous County, Nujiang Lisu Autonomous Prefecture, 
Yunnan Province



LISU  
 9. Song of Shepherding (Baishi bai) 牧羊调
 Singers: Si San Niu, Hu Da Mei Ma, Na Na, A Nan Niu (5-years old)
 We are singing beautiful songs, surrounded by a herd of sheep. The sheep are our loyal audience when we make our way through  
 mountains and rivers.

10. Song of Hunting (Youye) 打猎调
 Singers: He Guizhi, Ma Luosheng, Bo Gui
 We go hunting with our crossbows and big swords. With not one bird or animal to be seen, boy your efforts were in vain. 

11. Youye is the Most Beautiful Sound (Youye) 优叶的声音最动听
 Singers: Si San Niu, Hu Da Mei Ma, Na Na, A Nan Niu
 Birds tweet sweetly, but not as much as our song of Youye. Cuckoo birds tweet gracefully, but not as much as our song of Youye.  
 We can live without salt, but we can’t live without singing the song of Youye.

12. A Yi Gan Deng Ba 阿益干登扒
 Singers: He Guizhi, Ma Luosheng, Bo Gui 
 Sister, sister, bring swords. Sister, sister, bring sickles. Men cut down big trees and women cut down small trees. Grow millet on top and 
 proso millet at the bottom. Use the millet to brew Zhujiu, and use the proso millet to make Chujiu. We will sell both Zhujiu and Chujiu for 
 a big pig. Then trade the pig for only a cow, not even for gold or silver. The cow moos three times on the east side of the river, and it  
 moos again three times on the west side. I will win the heart of the most gorgeous girl in the village with this cow. We will be wed and  
 live happily ever after!

13. Bloom of Kapok Flowers (Baishi bai) 木棉花开
 Singers: Si San Niu, Hu Da Mei Ma, Na Na, A Nan Niu
 We are living our happy lives. Roads were paved with happiness and joy. Our villages are filled with songs of happiness, we even have 
 electricity now.

14. Genesis - The Beginning (Mugua) 创世纪 开头篇
 Singers: He Guizhi, Ma Luosheng, Bo Gui
 My grandfather said that the land turned into sea, that the sky turned into rivers and human beings were almost extinct. Suddenly,  
 the sun came out and the water went away, exposing the land, and humans were finally saved.



15. Song of Gathering 1 (Youye) 相约调 (一)

 Singer: Si San Niu
 Come over quickly brother, on the east side of the river! Let’s sing and dance together. I will let you use my headband to zip-line across 
 the river. Come over quickly, my favourite brother.

16. Song of Gathering 2 (Baishi bai) 相约调 (二)

 Singers: Ma Luosheng, Bo Gui, Hu Da Mei Ma, Na Na
 Man: I can’t believe that I have met the girl of my dreams today. I have finally met my girl, and I want to sing to you with all my love.

 Woman: It is such a great day that we met here. I’m very excited, singing our beautiful love song.

17. Luo Deng (song of Vegetable Searching) (Youye) 洛登 (找菜歌)
 Singers: He Guizhi, Ma Luosheng, Bo Gui, Hu Da Mei Ma, Na Na
 Come on brothers and sisters, let’s dance and sing. We sing loudly and dance simultaneously. The more we dance and sing, the more we 
 embrace them. We won’t stop for three days in a row.

18. Wedding Song (Baishi bai) 结婚调
 Singers: Si San Niu, Hu Da Mei Ma, Na Na, A Nan Niu
 Come, come, today is the day we are getting married! Please come to our wedding for we have endless corn wine and local food.  
 Let’s drink and have fun.

19. Working Song (Mugua) 生产调
 Singers: Si San Niu, Hu Da Mei Ma, Na Na, He Guizhi, Ma Luosheng, Bo Gui
 My grandfather taught me to work, and my grandmother taught me to sing. We learn to work and live through practice. In this a happy 
 life I’m living, my lover and I are growing even closer.

Recording date: December, 2011
Recording location: Dananmao Village, Lushui County, Nujiang Lisu, Autonomous Prefecture, Yunnan Province





NAKHI
20. Song for Bride-to-be Daughters 嫁女调
 Singer: Xiao Rulian 
 Parents sing this song at their daughters’ weddings as a blessing for the daughters and their husbands.

21. Song of Transplanting Seedlings 1 栽秧调 (一)

 Singer: Xiao Rulian
 Wait for me. Please wait for me. Let’s go together, work together and transplant seedlings together.

22. Song of Transplanting Seedlings 2 栽秧调 (二)

 Singer: He Zhixiu
 Song of Transplanting Seedlings 2 is a work song that is widely popular in the Tacheng, Ludian and Ala areas of Nakhi.

23. A Li Li 啊哩哩
 Singers: Xiao Rulian, He Wenhui
 The sun is shining through and the yard is covered with the golden ray of sunlight. Drinks in our bowls will never run out, just like the sea 
 will never run dry.

24. O Mu Da 哦姆达
 Singer: He Zhixiu
 Water is sent from above. We can’t grow food without it, neither can we survive. We are grateful for the water that nourishes us.

25. Gu Qi 谷气 
 Singer: Xiao Rulian
 I haven’t sung old songs for so long. It’s a nice day today so I started singing, as if I could turn back time to the days when I was young…

26. Song of Plucking Seedlings 薅央调
 Singer: He Zhixiu
 This is a song people sing when they pluck seedlings of crops on their farms.

27. Toast Song 酒歌
 Singers: Xiao Rulian, He Wenhui
 We sit by the campfire on this happy day. We are glad that friends from afar come to visit us. We are together here, having fun and dancing 
 like gold deer on the snowy mountain.



28. Song of Husking Rice 舂米歌 
 Singer: He Zhixiu
 Let’s work hard together. We will spare no efforts in raising our crops.

Recording date: December, 2011
Recording location: Tacheng Country, Yulong Nakhi Autonomous County, Lijiang, Yunnan Province
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